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Background
The Vermont Digital Economy Project (http://vtrural.org/programs/digital-economy) has recognized that communities with digitally connected non-governmental organizations are
more resilient after a disaster, such as Tropical Storm Irene. Collaborating with the Vermont Digital Economy Project, volunteers working with Code for BTV (http://codeforbtv.org/), a
Code for America Brigade, have built or improved websites for ﬁve non-governmental organizations. These organization are Deerﬁeld Valley Rescue, Bethel Food Shelf, Woodstock
Job Bank, Woodstock Community Food Shelf, and Black River Academy Museum. These websites are helping to make Vermont communities more resilient.
Through this process two things became clear. One, there is no shortage of similar organizations in need of websites. Two, ﬁnding hosting for these websites is a challenge. The
Vermont Digital Economy Project is able to procure free out-of-state hosting for each organization individually, but this hosting does not allow for the installation of WordPress
multisite. WordPress multisite would make the websites much easier to create and maintain as a separate hosting environment would not have to be provisioned for each
organization. Having all of the websites hosted together would allow the Vermont Digital Economy Project to improve security, provide options for disaster response, share content
between organizations, and more easily link the organizations together.
Many organizations lost a great deal of data during Tropical Storm Irene including donor lists, photos, and other information critical to their operations. In addition to web hosting,
there is also a need for cloud storage and backup services. Local cloud hosting, cloud storage, and cloud backup services available to Vermont’s non-governmental organizations
(and possibly local governments) would make this state a leader in resilience to natural disasters.

Vision
Burlington has its own gigabit network that passes between 85% and 90% of the addresses in the city. In partnership with US Ignite (http://us-ignite.org/), Burlington’s gigabit
network is a test bed for “[fostering] the creation of next-generation Internet applications that provide transformative public beneﬁt.”
Many of today’s Internet applications are hosted in cloud computing environments. Cloud computing is a utility model that reduces costs by sharing resources and leveraging
economies of scale. Many next-generation Internet applications will continue to choose the cloud computing model.
There are only a handful of gigabit networks throughout the country. Given the state of our Internet infrastructure at the national level, these gigabit networks are islands of super-fast
connectivity. It is only within (and to some extent between) these networks that the true potential of gigabit can currently be realized.

Values
The local cloud initiative is being facilitated by Code for BTV, a Code for America Brigade, as well as community media organizations in Burlington. Both CCTV Center for Media &
Democracy (http://www.cctv.org/) and Big Heavy World (http://bigheavyworld.com/) have discussed providing resources to this initiative. Code for BTV values participatory
government and civic engagement. CCTV Center for Media & Democracy values free speech, public access, and open networks. Big Heavy World values the potential of Vermont’s
youth, self-worth, diversity, positivity, civic participation, independent thought, and community. All involved in this initiative value digital inclusion. Digital inclusion is social inclusion
for the digital age, a proactive eﬀort to mitigate the causes of social exclusion.

Mission
The local cloud initiative will provide cloud computing resources for Internet applications that beneﬁt the common good. While next-generation Internet applications are a natural ﬁt,
any public interest Internet application would be eligible to use the local cloud. The local cloud will provide access to the gigabit network, in the form of application hosting, to those
who might not otherwise have access.

Strategy
What
The local cloud initiative aims to colocate a server rack within Burlington Telecom (http://www.burlingtontelecom.net/)’s network operations center. This would place the local cloud
within the core of Burlington’s gigabit network. This approach has several advantages:
Redundant infrastructure (battery backup, dedicated generator, air conditioning)
Higher throughput
Lower latency
To make colocation practical, Burlington Telecom will likely need to limit physical access to the server rack. Redundant hardware and virtualization of computing resources can make
it possible to limit physical access to scheduled maintenance windows. An agreement on emergency maintenance should be reached, but the infrastructure should be designed to
avoid emergency maintenance as much as possible.

Who

The local cloud should be administered by an organization with experience in managing access to communication media for the public interest. Public, educational, and
governmental (PEG) access television has a long history of managing the public’s access to non-commercial mass media. In Vermont, an organization that takes on this responsibility
is referred to as an access management organization. Burlington’s access management organizations are VCAM (http://www.vermontcam.org/) (public), RETN (http://www.retn.org/)
(education), and CCTV (government).
Television was the ﬁfth form of mass media to be introduced (after print, recordings, cinema, and then radio). It took until the 1970s, twenty years after the introduction of television,
for PEG access to start to take shape. After television, the Internet was the next form of mass media to be introduced emerging in the 1990s (the Internet existed long before the
1990s, but not as a form of mass media). Now, twenty years later, the local cloud could serve as a model for PEG access to the Internet as a form of mass media.

How

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), the basic building block of cloud computing, will be the ﬁrst cloud computing resource provided by the local cloud. This will be a set of virtual
machines running on top of the physical hardware. Lakecraft, a Code for BTV project, could be a pilot application run on the IaaS layer. Lakecraft is an educational tool that engages
youth and adults in science by gamifying the Lake Champlain Basin.
On top of the IaaS layer, one or more Platform as a Service (PaaS) oﬀerings could be provided. Web hosting would be one example of a PaaS, but there are much more sophisticated
forms of PaaS as well. A basic Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP (LAMP) PaaS could be provided to the Vermont Digital Economy Project for non-governmental organization web
hosting.
Multiple Software as a Service (SaaS) applications could be hosted on top of each PaaS layer. SaaS is the part of the cloud with which most end users interact. WordPress multisite
installs could be provided by Code for BTV and the Vermont Digital Economy Project to non-governmental organization “verticals” (e.g. rescue squads, food shelves, job banks,
historical societies). A food shelf, for example, in need of a new website could have this website provisioned as part of the WordPress food shelf multisite install. Each WordPress
multisite install (SaaS) would be installed on top of the LAMP PaaS which would itself be running on the IaaS layer.
While the local cloud initiative is focused on next-generation connectivity, local clouds could also be colocated at the core of other networks. For example, Comcast or FairPoint
could provide a server rack for a local cloud within their networks. A local cloud would still have value, even on non-gigabit networks.

Applications
Following are some potential applications of a local cloud. While the most interesting and innovative applications might be those of which we have not yet conceived, it is a useful
exercise to identify potential applications here and now. Some of these applications would run directly on the IaaS layer, others might run on a PaaS layer.

Lakecraft
Lakecraft, a Code for BTV project, is an educational tool that engages youth and adults in science by gamifying the Lake Champlain Basin. Using a custom modiﬁcation to Minecraft,
the goal is to eventually have a tool that may be used at the ECHO Center, at home, by educational institutions, and serve as a model to educators.

WordPress Multisite
Code for BTV and the Vermont Digital Economy Project could maintain several WordPress multisite installs, each for a separate non-governmental organization “vertical.” Rescue
squads, food shelves, job banks, and historical societies could each have their own WordPress multisite install. A food shelf, for example, in need of a new website could have this
website provisioned as part of the WordPress food shelf multisite install. WordPress multisite would make the websites much easier to create and maintain. Having all of the websites
hosted together would allow the Vermont Digital Economy Project to improve security, provide options for disaster response, share content between organizations, and more easily
link the organizations together.

Green Up Vermont
During Green Up Vermont, many ineﬃciencies were identiﬁed: people covering the same ground multiples times, people not knowing where high need was, and not knowing where to
drop oﬀ their garbage. A web-based mobile user interface has been created with a server side service to collect data points as well as forums for discussion. A client-side data
system allows for the organization of data points.

Music Venue Directory

The Big Heavy World Live Music Venue Directory is a tool for Vermont-based and touring artists to orient to the opportunities to perform in Vermont. It helps artists identify which
venues are worth putting eﬀort into getting booked at and provides the information needed to communicate with them. Not every music venue is a good match with every artist or
band. For example, the venue might be too big or small, or have programming interests that don’t ﬁt the artist’s style of music, etc.

Music Discussion Forum
Big Heavy World’s old forum was compromised by spammers and unmaintainable. A team of Code for BTV volunteers installed and styled Discourse, an open source modern forum
software.

Fish Stocking Schedule
This application is an interface for interacting with ﬁsh stocking data. It makes data that is already available from Vermont Fish & Wildlife more useful by providing a better interface
and some light analysis.

Burlington City Wiki
The Burlingon City Wiki is a central location where people may crowdsource information about Burlington. The wiki uses the MediaWiki platform and includes categories and a
sampling of content. Importing and supporting extensions are in place (e.g. anti spam, social networking).

School Juice
A team of Code for BTV volunteers brainstormed ways to begin providing electricity usage data from Burlington’s new smart meters in some useful and open ways to the public. This
information could be used by the public, by students and by the city to assess progress along the city’s energy reduction goals. The concept is to present the energy usage data of all
area schools in a way that can be searched, accessed by API and visualized.

Live Streaming
While there are existing live streaming services such as Livestream and Ustream, there are beneﬁts to providing a non-commercial, public access version of these services. There are
free speech implications to relying on a for-proﬁt organization for live streaming, or any other Internet application. The terms of service may limit legitimate uses or the company may
decide, for whatever reason, not to carry certain content. Privacy concerns may also have a chilling eﬀect on free speech. Viewers should not have to subject themselves to giving up
their data and their privacy in order to watch a live broadcast.

Adopt-a-Drain
Adopt-a-Drain is an app that allows people to claim responsibility for reporting problems with storm drains. An Adopt-a-Drain install is planned for the City of Burlington, through the
eﬀorts of Code for BTV volunteers.

Cloud Hosting, Storage & Backup
As found by the Vermont Digital Economy Project, communities with digitally connected non-governmental organizations are more resilient after a disaster, such as Tropical Storm
Irene. Local cloud hosting, cloud storage, and cloud backup services available to Vermont’s non-governmental organizations (and possibly local governments) would make Vermont a
leader in resilience to natural disasters.
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